STAFF FORM – 1985 SHOW
As performed by Jimmy H. Woo.
1.

In left kick stance, turn over, on your right side, the right upper stick down. (west)

2.

Step back with left foot to left half horse with same grip, clockwise circle then former
upper stick pushed from lower right side. (west)

3.

Step forward to left kick stance, and with the same grip, as you move right tip down,
around, up and over on right side of body. Counter-clockwise strike (west)

4.

Take right hand off of the stick, turn it over and salute into set position. (west)

5.

Step to right half horse, step forward as you back pass the stick (counter-clockwise).
Turn right hand over to initiate. Shift to left half horse in the process.

6.

Continue by stepping to rear into a right half horse and shifting into a full horse as
you backhand strike to the right. (east)

7.

Clockwise windmill over head and right down strike. (north)

8.

Turn left foot to left and step right foot north to full horse and stab from left side.
(north)

9.

Then same stance right backhand low north, turn over left hand, and grab the stick
with the left hand thumb down at the far right of the right hand. Roll the right hand
over strike west.

10.

Right kick west.

11.

Step forward and shift to full horse and strike uppercut right high south.

12.

In same stance, uppercut high south from the left.

13.

Step back east with right foot and hit to face with right uppercut.

14.

Twirl cc again on right side and strike overhand right high west.

15.

Turn left foot to the right and step forward west with right foot, roll over stick and hit
overhand left.

16.

Strike overhand right high west as your right foot steps back east returns to left half
horse.

17.

Right kick west, put down right foot west.

18.

As you twirl move into left kick stance west and right down strike west and salute.

